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YOUTUBE VIDEOS
- Fungi: They Feed Us, They Heal Us, They Harm US
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vgmDocIrdtM
- MushroomsTwo-faced fungi: NMSU professor teaches the good and bad about mushrooms
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=brHFigiW-vM
- W'H^2 Approach to Plant Diagnosis https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U1YK9JwIV5s
- Air Quality: Meet a Plant Pathologist https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vnppAHd3j-A
- Air Quality: Fungal Analysis https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PUhHRp00RmE
- NMSU Mushroom Cooking Project with S. Sanogo and J. Hartley
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D5TSZr1kvdk